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SCHAUDER BASES IN THE BANACH SPACES C^T")

BY

STEVEN SCHONEFELD

Abstract. A Schauder basis is constructed for the space Ck{T") of fc-times continu-

ously differentiable functions on T", the product of q copies of the one-dimensional

torus. This basis has the property that is also a basis for the spaces C1(T11), C2(r«),

..., Ck-\T"), and an interpolating basis for C(T«).

1. Notation and introduction. In this note we will simply say "basis" instead

of "Schauder basis". Let /denote the closed unit interval [0, 1]. Let J denote the

interval / with the endpoints identified (i.e. J is the one-dimensional torus). For a

natural number q, let / be a real-valued function on /" or T". For a multi-index

"=("ii v2> ■ ■ ■> "«)> vi e{0> 1» 2,...}, let Dvf denote the partial derivative /VlV2...Vg.

We let |v| = 2?=i vt denote the order of the partial derivative Dvf. In case/is a

function of a single variable, then Z)m/will denote the mth derivative of/, w = 1, 2,

..., with the conventions Df=D1f and D°f=f. Let Ck(I") denote the space of all

real-valued functions on /" for which all the partial derivatives of order no greater

than k exist and are continuous. Writing this in symbols, we have

Ck(P) = {/: I"^R; Dvf is continuous for H S k}

for k = 0, 1, 2,... and q = 1,2,_

Similarly, we have

Ck(Tq) = {f:T"-+R; Dvf is continuous for [v| ^ k}

for k = 0, 1, 2,... and q = 1, 2,....

The linear spaces Ck(Iq) and Ck(Tq) are Banach spaces when endowed with the

norm

l/l*.»- 2 P*/il
IvISfc

where || ■ || œ denotes the usual supremum norm and the sum extends over all

multi-indices v with [v|^rc. We use the natural conventions C(T9) = C0(T"),

CkiT) = CkiT1), etc.

Ciesielski [3] and this author [7] independently resolved a problem of Banach

by proving that the space C1(I2) has a basis. These proofs did not easily generalize
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to show the existence of a basis for Ck(I2) when k ^ 2. The proofs involved using

"special" bases {/„} and {gn} for C*(I) to construct a basis for C1(I2). Each of

these "special" bases has the property that it is also a basis for the space C°(I).

In what follows, we restrict our attention to the spaces Ck(T'i).

Definition. A basis {/„} for Ck(T") is said to be a simultaneous basis for Ck(TQ)

if {/„} is a basis for each of the spaces C°(T"), C^T"),..., Ck(T").

We will prove the existence of simultaneous bases for Ck(T) and use this to prove

the existence of a simultaneous basis for Ck(TQ). It was the fact that the "special"

bases {/„} and {gn} were simultaneous bases for Cx(7) that permitted the construc-

tion in [7] to give a basis for C1(I2).

Recently, Ciesielski and Domsta [4] have established the existence of a simul-

taneous basis for Ck(I"). In the present paper, the bases constructed have the extra

property of being interpolating bases for C(T") (in the sense of Semadeni [8]).

The bases of Ciesielski and Domsta are not interpolating but have the extra

property of being orthonormal in L2(I").

2. Simultaneous bases for Ck(T).

Theorem 2.1. For each natural number k, there exists a simultaneous basis for

the Banach space Ck(T). Moreover, this simultaneous basis is an interpolating^)

basis for C(T).

The proof of Theorem 2.1 will follow from a number of lemmas. The proofs of

these lemmas use techniques which are standard for those people who work with

splines. However, for completeness, most of these proofs are given. The reader is

referred to [2] for a relatively complete treatment of the theory of splines. Through-

out the rest of this section we will use the following notation.

Theorem 2.1 will be proven for A: = 2«, k=\,2, ..., and hence the result will

follow for all k.

We permit the natural number N to take on only the values 2m, w=0, 1, 2,_

By the partition AN, we mean the set of points {0, l/N, 2/A7,..., (TV- 1 )/#}<= T.

Since we will be considering functions in C(T), for ease of notation we will under-

stand "the partition point l+m/N" to mean the partition point m/N for

m=0,\,2,...,N-l.

Definition 2.2. A (2/c+l)-periodic spline on AN is defined as an element of

C2K(T) whose restriction to each interval (i/N, (i+l)/N), i=0, 1,..., 7V-1, is a

(2k + l)-degree polynomial^).

Of course, all functions mentioned in this section will be elements of C(T).

It is well known [1, Theorem 2] that a (2k + l)-periodic spline/on AN is uniquely

determined by specifying its values/(//A) for /=0, 1,..., N—l.

(*) In the sense of Semadeni [8].

(2) Note. By "/w-degree polynomial" we mean a polynomial of degree no greater than m.
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Construction of the basis.

Let f, - I ; then, for N = 1, 2, 4, 8,... and/? = 1,2,..., N, we define

(2.1)   /„+,, to be the (2k + l)-periodic spline on the partition A2N which is

zero at every point of the partition A2N except (2p-l)/2N and

fN+p((2p-l)/2N) = I.

We now construct operators Sn, which turn out to be the partial sum operators

for the basis {/„}.

Enumerate the diadic rationals in the interval [0, 1) according to the following

scheme:

1  1 3 2m-1-l   1    3    5 2m-lÍ    1  1 3
(2.2)   {rn; n = 1,2,...} - |0,y y ^.

Given any/e C(T), Snf is defined inductively by the following:

n

,„„, ai=fir,);      Snf=^aifi;
(2.3) i=i

an+1 = f(rn+i) - Snf(rn+,),       n = 1,2,....

We note that SNf is the (unique) (2*+ l)-periodic spline on AN which "interpolates

/on A*,". That is, SNf(i/N)=f(i/N), i=0, l,...,N-l.ln fact, we will show that

{/„} is an interpolating basis for C(T) with nodes {/*„}.

We recall the definition of the divided difference f[x0, x,,..., xm] of a function

/with respect to the points x0, xlt...,xm:

fixoi =/(*o)

f(x0)   ,  Ax,)
f[x0, x,] = (—l— ){f[Xl]-f[x0]} = J^-+

\xm — Xo/ Xq — X,Xq — x,    Xi — Xq

f[X0, X,, . . ., Xm] — I—      ^"li/l^lj x2,..., xm]—f[x0, Xu - - -, xm-,]}
\Xm — XqI

f(Xo)    _ + _   /(*l)

DWm(x0)    DWm(x,)

Axm)
+ ••• +

DWn(xm)

where Wm(x) = (x—x0)(x—x1)- • -(x — xm). For the cases in which we are interested,

x¡ — *(_!=</, i=l, 2,..., m, so that

\f[x0,xu-..,xm]\i(m+l) J^Wxd]
(2.4)       u l °'   x' ' ' "'   mJI = v       ' min \DWm(x,)\

= ((m+l)/dm) max{|/W|; i = 0,..., m).

We will also use the following property of the divided difference : If

fe Cm([x0, xm]),
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then there exists a point i e [x0, xm] such that

(2.5) (mf)f[xo,x1,...,xm] = £rf(().

The restriction of 5„/to each interval (//TV, (i+l)/N) is a (2«-f-l)-degree poly-

nomial, and so the function D2KSNfis linear on each of these intervals. Therefore,

the values Mi = D2KSNf(i/N), i=0, 1.N—\, uniquely determine the function

SNf Finally, it has been shown that for N>2k, SNf may be uniquely determined by

solving (for Mt) a matrix equation of the form :

(2.6) AN

' M0 ■

MN-!

f[0,\¡N,...,2KIN]

f[\/N,2/N,...,(2k+\)/N]

f[(N-\)IN,\,...,(N+2K-\)lN]

where AN is an AxN matrix depending only on k and N. Ahlberg, Nilson and

Walsh [1, pp. 239-243] have shown that the inverses An1 exist and are uniformly

bounded with respect to the norm on IS". That is, there exists a constant K'K

(depending only on k) such that

(2-7) |M^^{max|/[i,Í±i,...,i±^]|}

for ;=0, 1,..., JV-1 andfe C(T).

Lemma 2.3. There exists a constant K (depending only on k) such that

i+rri]
(2.8)    || D"SNf\\. =g tfjmax I /[±, í±±,..., Í±p m = 0, 1,..., 2k,

where the max is taken over i=0, 1,..., N— 1.

Proof. We show the existence of constants Km, m=0, 1,..., 2k, such that

(2.9) \\DmSNfU S ^m{max|/[-Í,Í^,...,^] |}.

Inequality (2.7) gives (2.9) for w = 2k since the function D2KSNfis piecewise linear.

We work down to m = 0. Assume (2.9) is true for some m such that l^m^2K

then in each interval [//TV, (i+m — l)/N] there exists a point i=i(i, m) such that

DmSNf(i) = [(m-l)l](SNf)[i/N, (i+ l)/N,..., (i+m-\)/N]

= [(m-\)\]f[i/N, (i+\)/N,.. .,(i+m-\)/N].

Hence, for x e [i/N, (i+m)¡N], we have

I Dm - iSKf{x) | =   D" - iSvfd) + i* DmSNf(t) dt I

^ [(m-l)!]|/[£. %-.-, í±Ip1] \+j*\DmSNf(t)\ dt.
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Working with the last term of this expression we see that

rx /•(i + nO/W /m\

J    \D"Ssfit)\ dt = J \DmSNf(t)\ dt ï Q\\DmSNfU

= (lMmfx /[f^,---'^]|}

- $Wm?x © (fBr lJw- ■ ■ " ̂ ]

-/|y-]T---—jr"Jj|;

g2A:a|max|/[F-ir,...,-ir-J||.

Hence the equalities Km_1 = [(m — l)\ + 2Km\, m=l,2,.. .,2k, define ÄTm satisfying

(2.9).   Q.E.D.

Lemma 2.4. If feCm(T), m-¿2k, then \Dm(SNf-f)[|„ -» 0 as TV approaches

infinity through powers of two.

The proof of this lemma follows immediately from Theorem 4.41 of Ahlberg,

Nilson, and Walsh [2, p. 136].

Lemma 2.5. !|Saw/-S/,/||a)á(»i!/iV»)||JDm(S,a)f/-Sw/)||. for m=0,1,. ..,2k

and N =1,2, 4,....

Proof. The case w = 0 is trivial. We define the auxiliary function hN to be S2Nf

— SNf and prove that

(2.10) ||A*||. ï (m\/Nm)\\DmhNU,

by induction on m.

Assume (2.10) is true for w<2«-, and notice that hN(i/N)=0, i—0, 1,..., N— I,

so that hN[i/N, (i+ l)/N,..., (i+m)/N]=0. In each interval [i/N, (i+m)/N] there

exists a point r¡ = -n(i, m) such that DmhN(r]) = (ml)hN[i/N, (i+l)/N,..., (i+m)/N]

= 0. Thus, for x in [i/TV, (i + tm-I- 1)/JV], we have

I   rx I Hi + m + l)IN

\DmhN(x)\ = JBt\(í)¿   ^ |Z>m + 1Aw(0|A.
I Jn Ji/JV

Therefore, \\DmhN\\00^((m+l)/N)\\Dm + 1hN\\x>. By substituting this last inequality

into (2.10), we get \\hN\\<0S((m+l)\/Nm + 1)\\Dm + 1hN\\x; hence, (2.10) is true for

m=0,..., 2k by induction.    Q.E.D.

We now prove Theorem 2.1 by showing that the functions {/„} form the desired

basis.

We show that ||Z>%S'n/-/')||a, -> 0 as n -> co, for each fe Cm(T). If n=N+p

(lûpûN), then

(2.11) ||Dm(^+P/-y)||«o Ik \\Dm(S^J-SNf)U + \\D™(SNf-f)\\x.
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We define the auxiliary function g to be SN+pf—SNf. From the definitions of

{/„} and {Sn}, we see that SN+Pf agrees with the value of the function/at the points

i¡2N, 0gi<2p. For 2p^i^2N, we have SN+pf(i/2N) = SNfii/2N), so that

(2 m \si}ßN)\ = \SN+pfiil2N)-SNfii/2N)\

{ '   ' è \S2Nfii/2N)-SNfiil2N)\ á ||,S2W/-5W/|U.

It also follows from the definition of SN that S2Ng=g. From Lemma 2.3 we get

ID»*!. = \\D<»S2Ng\\„ Ú *{max | g^,..., ^]

Now by inequalities (2.4) and (2.12) we have

I *[w w> ■ ■ -'-w] | ̂ (-+^r{-x | g(±)
úim+l)i2Nr\\S2Nf-SNf\\„.

By Lemma 2.5, this last term is dominated by [(m + l)!](2m)||ü%SW'->W')||oo.

This gives us

\\Dmg\\x g Kíim+iy.^nD^iS^f-S^nW^.

Substituting in inequality (2.11), we get

\\DmiSN+pf-f)\\x ¿K[(2K+\)\11*lliy"(SaKf-SNf)\\„ + \\jy\Sllf-f)U,

which converges to zero as N^-co. So each function fe CmiT), w^2/c, has an

expansion/= 2i" i a¡/¡ which converges in the norm || • ||(m>1).

The uniqueness of the expansion follows from the usual applications of the

continuous linear functional en, n= 1, 2,..., where e„(/) =/(/„) = point evaluation

at the nth diadic rational in the enumeration (2.2).

That the basis {/„} is interpolating with nodes {/„} is clear from the definitions of

{/n} and {Sn}.    Q.E.D.

3. Simultaneous bases for CkiTq).

Theorem 3.1. If{fm} and{gn} are simultaneous bases for CkiT), then the functions

{fmgn} iwhen arranged properly in a sequence) form a simultaneous basis for CkiT2).

Before proving Theorem 3.1, we need to establish some more facts about simul-

taneous bases. Let {/„} be a simultaneous basis for CkiT"), then since {/„} is a basis

for CiT") there exist functionals an in the conjugate space [CiT")]* such that

«m(/n) = &mn- Thus each an( • ) may be considered as a Radon measure on T" and

we write

(3.1) «n(/)=  f   fit)danit),        «=1,2.

Since {/„} is a basis for CmiT"), m = \,2,...,k, given fe CmiT"), there exists a

unique  sequence  of scalars {af;i=l,2,...} such that [/—2"=i äff] -> 0 as
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n -> co, where the convergence is in the norm of the space Cm(T"). It follows that

ai(f)=af for m= 1, 2,..., k and f= 1,2,_That is, the ith coefficient functional

for the basis {/„}, when considered as a basis for Cm(T"), is the restriction of a¡(.)

to the subspace Cm(T").

Let {fm; am} and {gn; ß„} be simultaneous bases for Ck(T), the partial sum

operators Sn and Tn are defined by

(3.2) SJ = ¿ atfafi;   Tng = 2 &(*)*•;      f, g e C(T).
¡=i (=i

Since {/m; am} and {gn; ßn} are simultaneous bases for Ck(T), there exist constants

Lt and M( such that

n« I'S^ld.» ̂  ¿,1/ld.ui    /6C(r),
1    j ll^lld.i) == M(||g||(i>1),     geCm

for i = 0,1, ...,k and m = 1,2,_

Now for a function A=A(x, y) e C(T2) we define the operators

SJi(x,y) = 2 «,[*(-,>0]/,(x) - ¿ if A(í,^)d«,(í)l/,(*),
i = i i = i Ut J

r«K*jO = J ft[A(*, .)]g((v) = I if A(x,i)fl55i(Olft(y).
i=i f = i Ut J

That is, for each fixed y we consider h(x, y) as a function of x and apply the operator

Sn to this function defining Snh(x, y). (Similarly for Tnh(x, y).)

There should be no confusion as to what Snh or Tnh means, if one remembers

the number of variables involved. For example, if/is a function of one variable x,

then 5n/will be defined by (3.2). If A=A(x, y), then Snh will be given by (3.4).

At this stage we notice that if D(0-«A e C(T2), then

SnD™h(x,y) = 2\[\t D(0J)h(s, *)<**«(')]/•(*)

= Z><°-» ¿ f h(s,y) dais)fi(x) = D"-»Snh(x,y).
i = i Jt

That is Dl0-nSJt exists and equals SnD<°-»h. Similarly, D«-mTnh = TnD«-<»h.

Lemma 3.2. £acA of the operators Sn, Tn, defined in (3.4), is a continuous linear

projection operator taking Ck(T2) into itself.

Proof. Let A e Ck(T2) and i+j^k, then

D«-»jTh(s,y)d*n(s)fn(x)   =   jTD<°-»h(x,y)dan(s)D«-ofn(x)

D"-»hU«n\\ \\D%U = ||A||(fc,a>||,
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Adding the last inequality over the %ik + \)ik+2) distinct pairs (i,j) such that

Q£i+júk, we get

IIhis, ■) danis)U-) ái(A:+l)(A: + 2)||A||(fc.a)|K|||/|(fc,1)
We.S)

so that

||S,A||(fc.a> è Xk+M + 2) 2 IN |/<|«.i>|*Ic*.a>.
i=l

Since >S*n is a projection on CkiT), it follows that as an operator on Cfc(J2) it will

also be a projection. The proof for Tn follows by a symmetrical argument.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 3.3. If heC\T2)  then   \\h-Snh\\ik,2)-*0 and  ||/i-rBA||<fc>2) -> 0 as

n^-co.

Proof. It suffices to show that \\DiU)(h — Snh)\\«, -> 0 as «^oo for each pair

(i,j) with i+j-¿k. Now,

\\D«-»(h-Snh)\U = \\Du-0\D^h-SnD^h)\\x

= \\D«-°Xf-Snf)\\m,   where f(x,y) = D^h(x, y).

We consider the family of functions {/(•, y); y e T] as a subset of Cl(T). For each

fixed y, the map y^ \\f(-,y)—f(-, j)||«,d is a real valued function of j?. The

continuity of this map follows from the uniform continuity of the functions /,

D(1'°f,..., D«-0)f. Thus, if we let e>0 be given, then

(3.4) Uy = {yeT: \\f(-,y)-f(;y)\«.« < 4

is an open set for each y in T. (In (3.4), fix, y)—fix, y) is considered as a function

of x alone, for each y, y e T.) Since {Uy; y e T} is an open cover of T, there exists a

finite subcover {UVl, UV2,..., Uyp}. Now for y e UVm, we have

\D^[f(x,y)-SJ(x,y)]\
ï | D^[f(x, y) -fix, ym)]\ + \ D«-»[f(x, ym) - SJix, ym)]|

+ \D«-<»[Sn(f(x,ym)-f(x,y))]\

i   »/(•^)-/(-,J'm)||(,.l)+||/(-^»)-5tt/(-,3?m)||(i.1)

+Lt\A;y)-A',yJ\oM

where L¡ is the constant given in inequality (3.3). Since fi-,ym) e C\T), there

exists Am such that, for n^Nm, \\fi-,ym) — Snfi-, Jm)|(i,i)<e» from which follows

\\D«-»ih-Snh)\U = l|£><i,0,(/-Sn/)||oo < (2+A>,

for n^.N=max{Nu N2,..., Np} and hence \\h — Snh\\ikt2)-^-0 as «-»-co. The

result for Tn is obtained similarly.   Q.E.D.

Lemma 3.4. There exist constants L and M such that for any h e CkiT2) we have

n ex l|Sn«|U,2) Ú L\\h\\(kt2),

K    } \\TJilk.2, è M\\h\\ik,2),       «=1,2,....
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Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 3.2, Lemma 3.3, and the uniform

boundedness principle.    Q.E.D.

We now give the proof of Theorem 3.1.

Let {fm; am} and {gn; ßn} be simultaneous bases for Ck(T), let Sn and Tn be defined

as in (3.4), and let the sequence {hp} be defined as follows:

l"j>} = {flgliflgïifagufl&ïi ■ • -jfngniflgn+ufzgn+U ■ ■ -,fngn+U

Jn+lgujn + lS2> ■ ■ -tfn + lgn+U ■ ■ ■}■

In view of Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4, we see that for any A e Ck(T2) we have

||A-SmrnA||(fci2) ^ \\h-Smh\\(kf2)+\\Sm(h-Tnh)\\^2)

g \\h-Smh\\ik¡2)+L\\h-Tnh\\(k¡2)^-0   as (m,n)->(co, oo).

Therefore, the set of functions of the form A = 2?= i a¡A¡ is dense in the space
Ck(T2).

We next show that for any scalars a¡ and any natural numbers p and r if

A = 2fíí a¡A¡ then we have

p
(3.6) 2 «iä« ^ 3LM||A||(ki2)

(ft.2)

where L and M are the constants given by Lemma 3.4. Inequality (3.6) is established

in the same way as inequality (9) of [51. Thus {A„} is a basis for Ck(T2).

Since{/„} and {gn} are simultaneous bases for Cm(T), m=0, 1, 2,..., &, it follows

that {hp} is a basis for Cm(T2), m=0,l,...,k.   Q.E.D.

We remark that in order to use this method to obtain a basis for Ck(T2) it is

essential that the bases {/m} and {gn} be simultaneous bases for Ck(T). In particular,

the existence of the constants L¡, M¡ of inequality (3.3) was needed in the proof

of Lemma 3.3.

Corollary 3.5. For any natural numbers k andq, the space Ck(T") has a simul-

taneous basis which is an interpolating basis for C(T").

Proof. If q=l, the result is given by Theorem 2.1. The general result follows

by induction on q. In the preceding sequence of lemmas, the expected generaliza-

tions hold if {/„} is a simultaneous basis for Ck(T"'i) and {gn} is a simultaneous

basis for Ck(T). This permits one to establish the existence of a simultaneous

basis for Ck(T") from the existence of a simultaneous basis for Ck(Tq~1). That the

resulting product basis is interpolating when {/„} and {gn} are interpolating follows

from the work of Semadeni [8].    Q.E.D.

4. Remarks. Boris Mitjagin [5, Lemma 12] has proved that the following

spaces are isomorphic: Ck(T"), Ck(I"), Ck(M) (where Mis a a-dimensional com-

pact C^-manifold) and Ck(D) (where D is a domain in RQ with boundary such that

there exists a linear extension operator L: Ck(8D) -> Ck(D)). These isomorphisms

together with the present work establish the existence of a Schauder basis for each

of these spaces.
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